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Environmental seasonality is a potent evolutionary force, capable of maintaining polymorphism, promoting phenotypic plasticity
and causing bet-hedging. In Drosophila, environmental seasonality has been reported to affect life-history traits, tolerance to abiotic
stressors and immunity. Oscillations in frequencies of alleles underlying fitness-related traits were also documented alongside SNPs
across the genome. Here, we test for seasonal changes in two recombination characteristics, crossover rate and crossover
interference, in a natural D. melanogaster population from India using morphological markers of the three major chromosomes. We
show that winter flies, collected after the dry season, have significantly higher desiccation tolerance than their autumn
counterparts. This difference proved to hold also for hybrids with three independent marker stocks, suggesting its genetic rather
than plastic nature. Significant between-season changes are documented for crossover rate (in 9 of 13 studied intervals) and
crossover interference (in four of eight studied pairs of intervals); both single and double crossovers were usually more frequent in
the winter cohort. The winter flies also display weaker plasticity of both recombination characteristics to desiccation. We ascribe the
observed differences to indirect selection on recombination caused by directional selection on desiccation tolerance. Our findings
suggest that changes in recombination characteristics can arise even after a short period of seasonal adaptation (~8–10
generations).
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INTRODUCTION
Environmental seasonality plays an important role as an ecological
factor, and its significance as a potent evolutionary force is
becoming increasingly evident. The evolutionary consequences of
within-year oscillations in selection directions and intensities
considerably depend on the generation time. In perennials,
exposure to environmental seasonality as lifespan-long regular
background may select for pleiotropy and phenotypic plasticity. In
annuals, whose developmental stages are distributed throughout a
year, it may additionally select for fine-tuning of life-history traits
and bet-hedging (Williams et al. 2017). Yet, seasonality effects in
multivoltine species, having several generations per year, can be
even more complex, leading to far-reaching population-level
effects, including maintenance of balanced polymorphism (Hal-
dane and Jayakar 1963; Korol et al. 1996; Wittmann et al. 2017),
complex dynamics of allele frequencies (Kirzhner et al. 1995, 1996)
and evolving dominance (Otto and Bourguet 1999; Connallon and
Chenoweth 2019), in addition to those mentioned above. More-
over, multivoltine species seem to be the most appropriate models
for addressing the intriguing interplay between different adapta-
tions to seasonality, including the interaction between plastic and
heritable responses to periodical environmental stressors.

Fruit flies are particularly informative models in seasonality
studies. The population size of various Drosophila species has long
been known to fluctuate during a year (Goldschmidt et al. 1955;
Prakash and Reddy 1979). Later studies have also shown seasonal
oscillation in several important fitness-related phenotypic traits,
including desiccation tolerance (McKenzie and Parsons 1974;
Parkash et al. 2011; Aggarwal et al. 2013), the activity of metabolic
enzymes (Knibb 1986), life-history traits, resistance to heat, cold
and starvation (Behrman et al. 2015) and innate immunity
(Behrman et al. 2018). In a recent extensive genome-wide analysis,
Bergland et al. (2014) identified hundreds of SNPs whose
frequency oscillates among seasons; the authors related them to
variation in adaptive phenotypic traits, first of all cold- and
starvation tolerance.
In contrast to stress tolerance and other fitness-related traits

considered in the above-mentioned studies, changes in recombi-
nation have never been studied in the context of seasonal
adaptation, to the best of our knowledge. Typically, recombination
does not directly affect the survival of the individual. However, it
does affect the diversity of its progeny and, thereby, the genetic
structure of the whole population in the next generation. This
suggests that variation in recombination can be adaptive (Korol
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et al. 1994; Rice 2002; Stevison 2011; Ritz et al. 2017; Samuk et al.
2020)—similar to variation in fitness-related traits. Several studies
have found that in natural populations recombination may vary in
space—along certain environmental gradients (Saleem et al. 2001;
Grishkan et al. 2003; Salomé et al. 2012; Dreissig et al. 2019;
Neupane and Xu 2020). Variation of recombination in time is much
less explored. To date, such changes were addressed only during
the lifespan of an individual (King and Hayman 1978; Cobror et al.
1986; Saggoo et al. 2010) or phase-transition of a population
(Nolte 1967). Here, we for the first time examine changes in
recombination characteristics during seasonal adaptation of a
population.
We hypothesised that if the above-mentioned fitness-related

traits are oligo- or polygenic, and if seasonal changes in these traits
at least partially result from genetic adaptation, then this will
generate indirect selection for recombination. Such an assumption
appeals to the first evolutionary explanation of recombination
maintenance in nature—Weismann’s claim that recombination
provides the raw material needed to adapt to a changing
environment (Weismann 1889). The possibility of such indirect
selection has been confirmed in several laboratory experiments that
documented elevated recombination in certain genome regions
upon selection for recombination-unrelated traits (Harinarayana and
Murty 1971; Lobashev et al. 1973; Flexon and Rodell 1982;
Zhuchenko et al. 1985; Gorodetsky et al. 1990; Gorlov et al. 1992;
Korol and Iliadi 1994; Rodell et al. 2004; Aggarwal et al. 2015). In
some of these experiments, changes in recombination were
observed after quite a short selection: during 15 generations in
fruit fly (Zhuchenko et al. 1985) and even 5 generations in cabbage
(Harinarayana and Murty 1971). However, it remains unclear
whether indirect selection for recombination can emerge in natural
conditions during seasonal adaptation. To test this, we compared
two recombination characteristics, crossover rate (CO rate) and
crossover interference (CO interference), in two seasonal cohorts
from the same natural population of Drosophila melanogaster. We
expected that the winter flies, collected after a dry period, had
evolved a higher desiccation tolerance compared to their autumn
counterparts. The explicit test, conducted before the recombination-
assessment experiments, has confirmed our assumption.
We also tested whether the two seasonal cohorts differ in the

plasticity of both recombination characteristics (CO rate and CO
interference) to desiccation stress, i.e., in desiccation-induced
changes in these characteristics. Since the pioneering works by
Plough (1917, 1921), both CO rate and CO interference have been
recognised as traits exhibiting considerable plasticity to environ-
mental stressors; see also Hayman and Parsons (1960), Grell (1978)
and Parsons (1988). Empirical studies (although very limited) in
general argue for a negative association between recombination
plasticity of an organism and its fitness: genotypes with higher
tolerance to a stressor tend to demonstrate a lower increase in CO
rate and weaker relaxation of CO interference when they are
exposed to this stressor (Kilias et al. 1979; Zhuchenko et al. 1986;
Korol et al. 1994; Jackson et al. 2015; Aggarwal et al. 2019). In
particular, in our recent study (Aggarwal et al. 2019), desiccation-
tolerant D. melanogaster lines responded to desiccation stress less
pronouncedly than their desiccation-sensitive counterparts, in
terms of both CO rate and CO interference. Here, we examined
seasonal variation in recombination plasticity in a natural
Drosophila population. Given the higher desiccation tolerance of
the winter flies, we expected them to experience milder stress
upon desiccation hardening and, therefore, to exhibit a less
pronounced recombination response to this factor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Flies and crosses
Recombination characteristics were assessed using visually distinguishable
morphological markers. In total, we examined 16 markers in the large

chromosomes: y, cv, v and f in chromosome X; al, dp, b, pr, c, px and sp in
chromosome 2; and ru, h, th, sr and e in chromosome 3. The markers’
location is shown in Fig. 1A.
The experimental scheme included three main stages: (1) establishing

parental lines representing the two seasons, autumn and winter; (2)
obtaining the F1-hybrids heterozygous for the examined markers, and
rearing them under two regimes, either normal conditions or desiccation
hardening; and (3) obtaining the test-cross progeny to assess the
recombination characteristics in question (Fig. 1B).
To establish the parental lines (Fig. 1B, stage 1), we employed the

isofemale-line approach, an effective tool to maintain the population
heterogeneity (David et al. 2005). Each isofemale line was initiated by a
single wild-collected inseminated adult female. These flies were collected
using the net-sweeping method at the lowland locality Kalka in the
Western Himalaya, India (latitude 30.85°N, longitude 76.54°E, altitude
656m). The samples were collected at the end of climatic autumn
(September 2017) and at the end of climatic winter (February 2018). The
two seasons considerably differ in temperature and relative humidity: the
autumn is warm and wet (average temperature 26.2 °C, relative humidity
72%) while the winter is cool and dry (average temperature 13.5 °C, relative
humidity 51%) (IMD 2010). The progeny of each founder female
underwent free sibling mating during five to six generations. Such families
were maintained on the yeast-agar-sugar food medium under normal
conditions (22 °C, relative humidity 65–70%) in standard Drosophila stock
bottles (60 × 40mm), with the progeny size >250 individuals per bottle.
Bottles of the same volume were also used for further crosses.
For each season, we established >100 isofemale lines and then

randomly chose seven of them for further assays. Thus, the implemented
experimental scheme exploited the genetic variation released from 14
wild-type variants of each of the three major chromosomes during five to
six rounds of both intra- and inter-chromosomal recombination. This
variation represents a considerable part of the variation in the source
population; see Dobzhansky (1946) and Dobzhansky et al. (1959) for
related estimates.
Then, to obtain the F1-hybrids heterozygous for the above-mentioned

markers (Fig. 1B, stage 2), we crossed the established parental isofemale
lines with three standard laboratory marker stocks homozygous for these
markers. The following marker stocks were used (according to the records
of the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Centre): #1515 for chromosome X,
#156 for chromosome 2 and #576 for chromosome 3. To this end, 20 virgin
females (6-day-old post eclosion) were randomly chosen from each
parental isofemale line and mated with 20 males from each marker stock.
The obtained F1-hybrids are hereafter referred to as ‘the autumn hybrids’
and ‘the winter hybrids’, according to the origin of their parental isofemale
lines. In each of 42 crosses (seven autumn and seven winter parental
isofemale lines, each crossed with three marker stocks), virgin F1-females
were divided into two groups: the treatment and the control ones. The
treatment females were subjected to desiccation hardening—short-term
sub-lethal desiccation stress (see the next subsection), while the control
females were kept in normal conditions.
Finally, to obtain the test-cross progeny (Fig. 1B, stage 3), 20 treated and

20 non-treated F1-females were transferred to fresh food medium and
mated with 20 males from the corresponding marker stock for 4 days. After
mating, the F1-females laid eggs in fresh bottles for 48 h. The obtained
test-cross progeny was scored for the morphological markers to assess the
CO rate and CO interference.
Thus, the experimental scheme included 84 different test crosses: two

seasons, seven parental isofemale lines per season, three marker stocks per
parental isofemale line to obtain the heterozygous F1-hybrids, and two
rearing regimes for each F1-hybrid (2 × 7 × 3 × 2= 84). Supplementary
Table S1 summarises the number of the scored test-cross progeny by
seasons, lines, rearing regimes and chromosomes.

Desiccation-tolerance estimation and desiccation hardening
Desiccation tolerance was quantified as the complete lethal time (LT100)—
the time till lethal dehydration of all flies in dry air. It was measured for all
14 parental isofemale lines (seven autumn and seven winter lines) and all
42 F1-hybrids (each parental isofemale line crossed with three different
marker stocks). For each parental isofemale line and each hybrid, the assay
consisted of ten replicates. In each replicate, ten virgin females (6 days
after eclosion) were placed into a dry plastic vial containing 2 g of silica gel
at the bottom. The vials were covered with a disk of foam and then placed
into a desiccator chamber (Secador electronic desiccator cabinet; www.
tarson.com) maintaining the relative humidity of 5–8%. The number of
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immobile flies was scored every 30min during the first 10 h, and every
15min thereafter.
Flies in the treatment group were subjected to desiccation hardening, a

short-term exposure to dry air resulting in 5% mortality. The value of LT5
was calculated using the probit analysis. Importantly, the two seasonal
cohorts appeared different in desiccation tolerance, which led also to
different values of LT5: 4 h 15min for the autumn hybrids and 4 h 30min
for their winter counterparts. Thus, the winter hybrids were subjected to
15min longer desiccation hardening.

Statistical analysis
Desiccation tolerance was assessed based on ten replicates per each of
14 studied lines (seven autumn and seven winter ones). These data were
analysed using the nested ANOVA, with line nested within season.
CO rates were assessed for each line and each of the two rearing

regimes, normal conditions and desiccation hardening. The rates were first
logit-transformed given their binomial nature. The effect of season was
estimated using Student’s t-test for independent samples; the method’s
assumptions were controlled by the Shapiro–Wilk test for normality and
Levene’s test for the equality of variance. The effect of treatment was
estimated using Student’s t-test for paired samples, separately for the

autumn and the winter hybrids. Upon violation of the method’s
assumption, the non-parametric signed-rank Wilcoxon test was applied
instead. The modulating effect of desiccation tolerance was estimated
using the repeated-measures ANCOVA, with treatment as the major factor
and desiccation tolerance as the covariate. The analyses were performed
using the Real Statistics Resource Pack and JASP 0.14.
CO interference was quantified using the coefficient of coincidence.

These coefficients show the ratio of the actual frequency of double
crossovers to the frequency expected under the assumption of indepen-
dence. When recombination events in the two adjacent intervals suppress
one another (positive CO interference), the coefficient is less than one. In
the opposite situation, when the events stimulate one another (negative
CO interference), the coefficient is more than one. Like CO rates, the
coefficients of coincidence were assessed for each line and each rearing
regime. The effects of the above-mentioned factors (season, line, treatment
and their interaction) were estimated using the restricted maximum-
likelihood analysis. Specifically, the likelihood function was maximised to
estimate the coefficients of coincidence under the restriction that CO rates
in both intervals are already estimated. A detailed description of the
method is presented in Supplementary Text S2. We also analysed the
chromosome-wide distribution of single and multiple crossover events
using CODA software (Gauthier et al. 2011).

Fig. 1 The location of the studied markers on the genetic map (A) and the overall scheme of experiment (B). A The markers’ positions are
stated in map units (cM). B Only crosses with the marker stock for one autosome are shown as an example.
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The significance values for the effects of different factors on CO rate and
CO interference were FDR-corrected using the Benjamini–Hochberg
method (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995).

RESULTS
In the three following subsections, we analyse changes in
desiccation tolerance, CO rate and its plasticity and CO
interference and its plasticity.

Desiccation tolerance
We compared desiccation tolerance in the autumn and the winter
isofemale lines. As expected, the winter lines showed on average
higher resistance: 28.32 ± 0.44 h against 22.57 ± 0.36 h (LT100 ± SE).
The effect of season appeared highly significant: F= 13.48, p=
3.2 · 10–3. Remarkably, the same pattern held in all three types of
hybrids, with an even more pronounced effect: F from 24.0 to 38.5,
p from 3.7 · 10–4 to 4.6 · 10–5 (Fig. 2). The nested ANOVA has also
revealed a highly significant effect of line within season. The
tolerance of all three types of hybrids strongly correlated with that
of the parental isofemale lines: Pearson’s r from 0.91 to 0.95, p
from 4.4 · 10–6 to 2.8 · 10–7. These correlations appeared stronger
for the winter lines.

Crossover rate and its plasticity
First, we compared CO rates in the autumn and the winter hybrids
reared in normal conditions. The two seasonal cohorts showed
significantly different CO rates in nine intervals: two in chromo-
some X (cv–v and v–f), five in chromosome 2 (al–dp, dp–b, pr–c,
c–px and px–sp) and two in chromosome 3 (h–th and sr–e). CO
rates were usually higher in the winter hybrids, except for two
intervals in chromosome 2 with the opposite pattern (dp–b and
px–sp). The effect was the strongest for the pericentromeric
interval pr–c (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table S3).
Second, we examined the plasticity of CO rate to desiccation

stress in the autumn and the winter hybrids. To this end, we
compared, separately for each of the two seasonal cohorts, CO
rates in flies reared under normal conditions with those in flies
subjected to desiccation hardening. In the autumn hybrids, the
treatment significantly increased CO rates in six intervals: two in
chromosome X (cv–v and v–f), two in chromosome 2 (pr–c and
c–px) and two in chromosome 3 (h–th and th–sr) (Fig. 4A and

Supplementary Table S4). In contrast, the winter hybrids demon-
strated a significant increase only in one interval, cv–v (much less
significant than their autumn counterparts), and a significant
decrease in another interval, al–dp (Fig. 4B and Supplementary
Table S4).

Fig. 2 The effect of season on desiccation tolerance in the
autumn and the winter parental isofemale lines and their hybrids
with three marker stocks. The effect is assessed using nested
ANOVA, N= 70 per season (seven lines per season, ten replicates per
line). The asterisks show the significance of the F-statistics: **p <
0.01; ***p < 0.001.

Fig. 3 The effect of season on crossover rates in hybrids reared in
normal conditions. The effect is assessed using the t-test for
independent samples, N= 7 per season. The asterisks show the FDR-
corrected significance of the t-statistics: *pFDR < 0.1; **pFDR < 0.01;
***pFDR < 0.001.

Fig. 4 The effect of desiccation stress on crossover rates in the
autumn (A) and the winter (B) hybrids. The effect is assessed using
the t-test for paired samples, N= 7 per season. The asterisks show
the FDR-corrected significance of the t-statistics: *pFDR < 0.1;
**pFDR < 0.01; *** pFDR < 0.001.
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Given the significant effect of line on desiccation tolerance (see
the first subsection of the ‘Results’), we examined to which extent
line modulates the effect of desiccation stress on CO rates. To this
end, the line’s desiccation tolerance was introduced as a covariate
into the repeated-measures ANCOVA with treatment as a major
factor. No effect was found, neither for the autumn nor for the
winter hybrids. However, when both seasonal cohorts were
handled together, the tolerance did exert a significant modulating
effect in four intervals: two in chromosome X (y–cv and cv–v), two
in chromosome 2 (pr–c and px–sp) and one in chromosome 3
(ru–h) (Supplementary Table S5).
For all recombination-reactive intervals (i.e., those in which the

effect of either season or treatment appeared significant), the
segregation of both markers was close to 1:1, and the frequencies
of both reciprocal recombinants changed rather concordantly
(Supplementary Table S6). This suggests that differential transmis-
sion is an unlikely explanation for the observed changes in
CO rates.

Crossover interference and its plasticity
First, we compared the coefficients of coincidence in the autumn
and the winter hybrids reared in normal conditions. Bearing in
mind rather moderate sample sizes of the test-cross progenies
(~250 per line per rearing regime, see Supplementary Table S1),
we analysed only those pairs of intervals where the distance
between the markers exceeded 20 cM in each interval. The effect
of season appeared significant for four pairs of intervals: one in
chromosome X (cv–v–f), two in chromosome 2 (b–c–sp and
pr–c–sp) and one in chromosome 3 (ru–h–th). Except for the pair
ru–h–th, the winter hybrids demonstrated higher double CO rates,
manifested as relaxation of positive CO interference or even
emergence of negative CO interference. Notably, dp–b–c segment
of chromosome 2 demonstrated significant negative interference
in both seasonal cohorts (Table 1). The chromosome-level analysis
(Gauthier et al. 2011), performed to complement the interval-level
comparisons, has supported the revealed pattern: the frequency
of double and multiple crossovers appeared higher in the winter
hybrids, especially for chromosomes X and 2 (absolute increase by
~5%). This analysis has also confirmed a significant excess of
double crossovers in chromosome 2 in both seasonal cohorts. In
all mentioned cases, double and multiple crossovers increased at
the expense of single ones (Supplementary Fig. S7A).
Second, we examined the plasticity of CO interference in the

autumn and the winter hybrids. To this end, we compared,
separately for each of the two seasonal cohorts, the coefficients of

coincidence in flies reared under normal conditions with those in
flies subjected to desiccation hardening. The treatment signifi-
cantly increased double CO rate in one pair of intervals in the
autumn hybrids (cv–v–f) and another pair in the winter hybrids
(ru–h–th) (Table 2). The chromosome-level analysis showed that
desiccation stress resulted in considerably higher double CO rates
(absolute increase 5–6%) in chromosomes X and 2 of the autumn
hybrids, at the expanse of single crossovers (Supplementary Fig.
S7B). In their winter counterparts, the treatment caused an
increase only in chromosome 2 (Supplementary Fig. S7C).

DISCUSSION
Seasonal changes in desiccation tolerance
The winter isofemale lines demonstrated significantly higher
desiccation tolerance than their autumn counterparts. Moreover,
an increased desiccation tolerance was observed not only in the
winter isofemale lines themselves but also in their hybrids with
three different marker stocks, and all four estimates of desiccation
tolerance (measured in the parental lines and the three hybrids)
significantly correlated (Fig. 1). These findings suggest that the
observed increase in desiccation tolerance is considerably
inheritable. One more argument for its genetic rather than plastic
nature is the fact that the isofemale lines were kept over five to six
generations in normal conditions before the desiccation-tolerance
assay; probably, non-genetic (plastic) changes would have
disappeared during this period. Thus, the population has evolved
higher desiccation tolerance during just eight to ten generations
separating the autumn and the winter samples (5 months, from
September till February), i.e., much faster than in a similar artificial-
selection experiment (Kang et al. 2016). Such a quick response to
selection pressure is consistent with the conclusion of Hoffmann
and Harshman (1999) that D. melanogaster has a very high
heritability of desiccation tolerance, perhaps unusually high for
the whole genus.
Flies’ migration does not seem to be an alternative explanation

for the observed increase in desiccation tolerance. Migration to
adjacent benign habitats may indeed be a potent adaptive
strategy to cope with stressful abiotic conditions of the currently
occupied locality. However, relative humidity and thermal regime
in the neighbourhoods of Kalka locality remain considerably
homogenous within each season (IMD 2010). Besides, in the
previous field studies of natural Drosophila populations from
Western Himalayas, Parkash’s group and we repeatedly reported a
highly significant decline in the flies’ desiccation tolerance with

Table 1. The effect of season on crossover interference in hybrids reared in normal conditions (based on the restricted maximum-likelihood
analysis).

Pair of intervals Coefficient of coincidence ± SE Effect of season

Autumn hybrids Winter hybrids χ2 p p (FDR)a

Chromosome X

y–cv–v 0.872 ± 0.123 1.059 ± 0.130 1.083 0.298 0.477

cv–v–f 0.587 ± 0.080 1.115 ± 0.084 19.307 1.1 · 10−5 8.8 · 10−5

Chromosome 2

dp–b–c 1.497 ± 0.097 1.596 ± 0.086 0.589 0.443 0.506

b–c–sp 0.969 ± 0.093 1.271 ± 0.080 5.851 0.016 0.043

pr–c–sp 1.074 ± 0.106 1.353 ± 0.088 3.995 0.046 0.092

Chromosome 3

ru–h–th 1.128 ± 0.118 0.726 ± 0.095 7.110 7.7 · 10−3 0.031

h–th–sr 1.105 ± 0.140 1.041 ± 0.126 0.117 0.732 0.732

h–th–e 0.973 ± 0.111 0.855 ± 0.097 0.653 0.419 0.506
aFDR-corrected significances p (FDR) < 0.1 are bold.
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relative humidity of the habitat (Parkash et al. 2009, 2011, 2014;
Aggarwal et al. 2013). Such clines’ repeatability argues for the
leading (compared to migration and drift) role of natural selection
in shaping a trait’s variation in natural populations (Endler 1986).
Several empirical studies argue that desiccation tolerance in

fruit flies may be associated with considerable metabolic costs. For
example, resistant flies were shown to have several-fold more
intensive metabolism of carbohydrates (Marron et al. 2003).
Another implicit evidence may be a negative association between
basal desiccation tolerance and its plasticity under desiccation
hardening, reported for some Drosophila species (Kellermann et al.
2018). These findings imply that desiccation tolerance may
decrease during the subsequent wet season, when its costs are
no longer outbalanced by its adaptive value. And indeed, seasonal
oscillations in desiccation tolerance have been documented in
several field studies (McKenzie and Parsons 1974; Parkash et al.
2011; Aggarwal et al. 2013).

Seasonal changes in crossover rate
In nine intervals (cv–v, v–f, al–dp, dp–b, pr–c, c–px, px–sp, h–th and
sr–e), CO rates significantly differed between the seasons. These
genome regions remarkably overlap with those that had
demonstrated an increase in CO rate after 48 generations of
artificial directional selection for desiccation tolerance in our
previous study (Aggarwal et al. 2015). We consider the observed
changes in recombination in both situations to be genetic.
Genetic variation for recombination, which serves as a precondi-
tion for such changes, is indeed present in natural D. melanogaster
populations, as suggested by both explicit population-level
surveys (Lawrence 1958; Broadhead et al. 1977; Brooks and Marks
1986; Comeron et al. 2012; Hunter et al. 2016) and successful
artificial-selection experiments on decreased or increased recom-
bination (Chinnici 1971; Kidwell 1972; Charlesworth and Charles-
worth 1985). The question, however, is which forces drive the

evolution of recombination under no direct selection on its rate,
like in the current study or earlier experiments (Harinarayana and
Murty 1971; Lobashev et al. 1973; Flexon and Rodell 1982;
Zhuchenko et al. 1985; Gorodetsky et al. 1990; Gorlov et al. 1992;
Korol and Iliadi 1994; Rodell et al. 2004; Aggarwal et al. 2015).
Theoretical models suggest that directional selection on a

recombination-unrelated trait can generate indirect selection on
increased recombination. Local episodes of such directional
selection are considered relatively common in nature and are
believed to be a powerful force in the evolution of recombination
(Korol et al. 1994; Otto and Michalakis 1998; Barton 2010; Ortiz-
Barrientos et al. 2016). Two non-excluding mechanisms are
discussed within this indirect-selection explanation. According to
the first one, if epistasis between the trait-affecting loci is negative,
then negative linkage disequilibria (LD) will tend to emerge in the
population and favour increased CO rates. This mechanism works
in large populations, especially of species with a small number of
chromosomes (Charlesworth 1993). However, the long-term
advantage of increased recombination may be outbalanced by
its short-term disadvantage. To avoid this, either negative epistasis
must be not too strong or the recombination-modifying locus
must be tightly linked to the trait-affecting loci (Barton 1995).
According to the second mechanism, LDs (both positive and
negative) between the trait-affecting loci permanently emerge
due to drift. Yet, selection eliminates the positive LDs more easily,
and the prevailing negative LDs again favour increased CO rate.
This mechanism should work in small-to-moderate size popula-
tions, even when the fitness-related trait is controlled by purely
multiplicative genes (Otto and Barton 2001; Barton and Otto
2005).
The observed seasonal changes in desiccation tolerance seem

to be mostly inheritable and likely reflect a short-term but
powerful episode of natural selection, which makes the indirect-
selection explanation quite plausible. Probably, this selection was

Table 2. The effects of desiccation stress on crossover interference in the autumn and the winter hybrids (based on the restricted maximum-
likelihood analysis).

Pair of intervals Season Coefficient of coincidence ± SE Effect of treatment

Normal conditions Desiccation hardening Za p p (FDR)b

Chromosome X

y–cv–v Autumn 0.872 ± 0.123 1.207 ± 0.116 1.928 0.054 0.216

Winter 1.059 ± 0.130 1.214 ± 0.133 0.793 0.427 0.663

cv–v–f Autumn 0.587 ± 0.080 1.047 ± 0.077 3.894 9.9 · 10−5 7.9 · 10−4

Winter 1.115 ± 0.084 1.008 ± 0.075 −0.801 0.423 0.663

Chromosome 2

dp–b–c Autumn 1.497 ± 0.097 1.640 ± 0.085 1.652 0.099 0.264

Winter 1.596 ± 0.086 1.698 ± 0.088 0.415 0.678 0.678

b–c–sp Autumn 0.969 ± 0.093 1.358 ± 0.077 0.810 0.418 0.557

Winter 1.271 ± 0.080 1.089 ±± 0.080 0.816 0.415 0.663

pr–c–sp Autumn 1.074 ± 0.106 1.431 ± 0.085 0.397 0.691 0.691

Winter 1.353 ± 0.088 1.157 ± 0.090 0.615 0.538 0.663

Chromosome 3

ru–h–th Autumn 1.128 ± 0.118 1.183 ± 0.106 0.400 0.689 0.691

Winter 0.726 ± 0.095 1.190 ± 0.113 3.230 1.2 · 10−3 9.6 · 10−3

h–th–sr Autumn 1.105 ± 0.140 0.877 ± 0.109 −1.277 0.202 0.404

Winter 1.041 ± 0.126 1.122 ± 0.117 0.553 0.580 0.663

th–sr–e Autumn 0.258 ± 0.125 0.426 ± 0.153 1.074 0.283 0.453

Winter 0.378 ± 0.136 0.374 ± 0.135 0.681 0.496 0.663
aZ-statistics takes into account the direction of line effect (see Supplementary Text S2).
bFDR-corrected significances p (FDR) < 0.1 are bold.
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much broader than just for desiccation tolerance: during winters,
the population copes also with other stressors, like low
temperature, low food availability, higher pathogen prevalence,
etc. Seasonal changes in resistance to such stressors have been
shown to include a considerable genetic component (Bergland
et al. 2014; Behrman et al. 2015, 2018) (but see (Ayrinhac et al.
2004; Stone et al. 2020) for the opposite findings). Thus, such
presumed episodes of natural selection should be more complex
than those previously created in the lab. The multidimensional
selection usually favours recombination better, as suggested by
theoretical models with Hill-Robertson interference or rugged
adaptive landscapes (Hadany and Beker 2003a; Roze and Barton
2006; Weissman 2014; Whitlock et al. 2016) (but see Kondrashov
and Kondrashov 2001; Misevic et al. 2009 for even more
complicated and less predictable scenarios).
We believe that the observed increased CO rates in the winter

cohort represent longer, persistent oscillatory dynamics, analo-
gously to variation documented for many SNP alleles across the D.
melanogaster genome (Bergland et al. 2014). Since Dobzhansky
et al. (1972), natural populations have been known to exhibit
considerable genetic homeostasis. Thus, when selection for
desiccation tolerance is over, the population will probably tend
to return to its previous genetic structure. As a result, the
occurring stabilising selection may decrease recombination to the
initial level, as suggested by some experimental-evolution studies
(Zhuchenko et al. 1985; Gorodetsky et al. 1990; Rodell et al. 2004).
Besides, recombination-modifying genes may affect recombina-
tion simultaneously in different genome regions. Increased
recombination in some of these regions may be maladaptive if
it disrupts successful LD, which may give rise to selection on
decreased recombination in the next season.
Several alternatives to the indirect-selection explanation exist.

First, recombination-increasing alleles might initially be linked, by
chance, to the favourable selected alleles or haplotypes. An
implicit objection comes from studies where CO rate raised even
when selection acted in two opposite directions: positive or
negative geotaxis (Korol and Iliadi 1994), high or low sternopleural
bristle number (Rodell et al. 2004), tolerance to hypoxia or
hyperoxia (Aggarwal et al. 2015). The observed between-season
differences in CO rates may also result from random changes in
frequencies of recombination-modifying alleles. This scenario,
however, seems less realistic given the remarkable concordance of
the results within each season (insignificant line effect). A similar
concordance was also observed in our previous artificial-selection
experiments (Aggarwal et al. 2015). Finally, the differences may be
associated with epigenetic changes in recombination that have
succeeded to pass through generations. Indeed, several studies
have reported changes in CO rate in untreated individuals whose
parents and even grandparents were subjected to a stressor (Nolte
1967; Zhuchenko et al. 1983; Molinier et al. 2006; Boyko and
Kovalchuk 2011). Yet, it seems unrealistic that such ‘epigenetic
memory’ had lasted for five to six generations during which
isofemale lines were kept in normal lab conditions before the
recombination-assessment experiment.
It should be mentioned that our results may be to some extent

affected by the rearing conditions. Indeed, since recombination in
Drosophila is sensitive to desiccation and temperature, the
autumn and winter hybrids may be differentially adapted to the
employed laboratory regime. If so, the observed between-season
changes in CO rate are caused simultaneously by two factors: the
seasonally evolved differences in recombination control and
recombination plasticity. To dissect these confound effects, one
should uncover the whole reaction norm of recombination for
each genotype, i.e., assess CO rate across the range of
environmental conditions. However, this challenging task was
beyond the scope of the current project. To the best of our
knowledge, no empirical study has used such an exhausting
scheme at the level of genome regions. The only study that

compared reaction norms of different genotypes is one of
Zhuchenko et al. (1986), where three cultivars of tomato plants,
different in their temperature preferences, were examined across
a range of temperature regimes. However, recombination there
was assessed cytologically, based on chiasma frequencies. Here,
we partially addressed this problem by comparing the
desiccation-induced changes in recombination characteristics in
the two seasonal cohorts. Importantly, the desiccation hardening
used to test for plastic changes in recombination took into
account differential desiccation tolerance of the two seasonal
cohorts: more tolerant winter hybrids were subjected to a longer
treatment than their autumn counterparts.

Desiccation-induced changes in crossover rate and their
modulation by season and the genotype’s desiccation
tolerance
In six intervals (cv–v, v–f, pr–c, c–px and th–sr), CO rates
significantly increased in flies subjected to desiccation hardening,
which contributes to extremely limited evidence for the recombi-
nogenic effect of desiccation (Verde 2003; Aggarwal et al. 2015).
Such an effect can be explained mechanistically, via desiccation-
induced DNA damage and interaction between the DNA repair
and recombination machinery (Dherin et al. 2000; Sekelsky 2017).
In addition, higher CO rates in desiccation-stressed flies may be
caused by intensified transcription, which may increase meiotic
DNA accessibility to recombination machinery due to chromatin
unfolding (Comeron et al. 2012; Adrian and Comeron 2013).
Testing for this association in our material requires explicit
assessment of gene expression and a much higher resolution of
recombination analysis. Recombination response to desiccation
hardening was higher in the autumn hybrids, even despite shorter
treatment. Such a negative association between recombination
plasticity and stress tolerance was previously observed in several
empirical studies (Kilias et al. 1979; Zhuchenko et al. 1986; Korol
et al. 1994; Jackson et al. 2015), including our recent experiment
with desiccation-treated fruit flies (Aggarwal et al. 2019). More-
over, theoretical models have demonstrated that such association
may be advantageous in changing environments (Hadany and
Beker 2003b; Rybnikov et al. 2017).
It is worth mentioning that the season- and the treatment-

associated changes in CO rate are of different nature. For the
season comparisons, the changes likely result from indirect
selection on recombination while in the latter they may reflect
differential gene expression in the stressed and the unstressed
flies. This explains why the genome regions that appeared reactive
in the two comparisons (winter versus autumn and treatment
versus control) do not necessarily coincide. Yet, in our analysis
they do considerably overlap (compare Figs 3 and 4A). This fact
additionally suggests that selection for desiccation tolerance is an
important component of the presumed multivariate selection
pressure.

Seasonal and desiccation-induced changes in crossover
interference
The seasonal changes in CO interference appeared significant for
four pairs of intervals (cv–v–f, b–c–sp, pr–c–sp and ru–h–th).
Moreover, in two former pairs, double CO rates in the winter
hybrids increased to such an extent that the initial positive
interference had turned into a significant negative. Remarkably,
the pair cv–v–f in chromosome X was highly reactive also in our
previous study, where negative interference emerged upon long-
term artificial selection for desiccation, as well as for resistance to
hypoxia and hyperoxia (Aggarwal et al. 2015). At the same time,
several pairs that were reactive in that evolutionary experiment
(e.g., y–cv–v) did not show significant seasonal changes in the
studied natural population. An interesting finding is the ru–h–th
pair of intervals in chromosome 3, where double CO rate
significantly decreased in the winter hybrids. Less pronounced
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changes in CO interference observed in the current study
compared to the mentioned lab experiments can be explained
by a much shorter period of selection: ~8–10 versus ~50–200
generations. The initially high double CO rate found in the autumn
cohort may be another important factor. The negative inter-
ference observed in several regions, especially in chromosome 2,
might have resulted from an unknown recent selection episode
and probably hampered further evolution of this recombination
feature. The presence of negative CO interference in natural
populations or its appearance due to environmental or genomic
stresses is debated (Denell and Keppy 1979; Peng et al. 2000;
Campbell et al. 2015; Otto and Payseur 2019), and our finding
contributes to the limited empirical evidence for this
phenomenon.
Desiccation hardening caused a significant increase in double

CO rates in two pairs of intervals, cv–v–f and ru–h–th. A higher
frequency of double crossovers was also observed in the
chromosome-level analysis. The similar interference-relaxing effect
was earlier reported also for other environmental stressors, such as
heat (Plough 1921; Graubard 1934; Hayman and Parsons 1960;
Grell 1978), hypoxia and hyperoxia (Aggarwal et al. 2015) and
even for intrinsic genome stress caused by meiosis-deregulating
mutations (Baker and Hall 1976; Szauter 1984; Zetka and Rose
1995; Séguéla-Arnaud et al. 2015).

CONCLUSIONS
Organisms in seasonal environments must integrate information
from multiple cues to synchronise transitions between life-history
stages, imposing direct and indirect selection on multiple fitness-
related traits and functions. The herein presented study of a D.
melanogaster population subject to humid autumns and dry
winters in India suggests that this may also include recombination
characteristics. We provide new evidence for between-season
changes in both CO rate and CO interference in natural
populations, probably indirectly driven by selection on
seasonality-associated stress resistance. Seasonal adaptation to
desiccation also affects the plasticity of recombination, making
recombination response to desiccation stress less pronounced in
more tolerant genotypes. Notably, these changes accumulate
within a short period (eight to ten generations) of adaptation to a
natural seasonal stressor.
Some assumptions raised in the current study require further

elaboration, Still, it may be viewed as a first attempt to embed the
question of recombination evolution into the framework of
seasonal adaptation. It prompts further surveys to better under-
stand the critical issues of this intriguing evolutionary interplay:
the relation between genetic and plastic changes, between
phenotypic traits and SNP alleles and between fitness loci and
modifiers of recombination.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The raw data (desiccation tolerance of all examined lines and genotypes of all test-
cross progeny) are publicly available at Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.
g1jwstqr8.
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